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Abstract: In this research the authors took five presentation videos by a 360 degree camera. 

The presentations were presented by five university students. After presentations these 

students improved their presentations by watching the videos. The 360 degree cameras 

enabled us to record all presentation scenes which included presenter, audience, presentation 

slides and so on. In order to investigate the presentation improvements, the authors analyzed 

presentation reflection-sheets. As a result, three points were derived from the analysis. First, 

the 360 degree cameras made us notice about interaction between an audience and a presenter. 

Second, the 360 degree camera made us notice about audience reactions. Thirdly, it is difficult 

to indicate points of presentation videos. 

 

Introduction 
 

 Recently university students have a lot of chances of doing presentations. So presentation skills 

trainings are required in a university education. The authors investigated presentation skills training methods. In 

many training methods, trainers recorded presentations by a video camera and trainees improved their 

presentation by watching their presentation videos, for example Yamashita,Y & Nakajima,T(2010a) . In these 

methods the video cameras were fixed to record presentation slides and presenters. Then the fixed camera made 

it difficult that a trainer recorded interactions between a presenter and audience. But many presentations include 

the interactions. In addition, reactions of audience are important, too. Therefore many presentation trainers 

wanted to record the interactions and the reactions. To solve this problem, Yamashita,Y & Nakajima,T(2009) 

developed new system which had two video cameras. The one of two video cameras can record a presenter, and 

the other camera can record audience. Another information system which was composed of two video cameras 

was developed by Miyata (Miyata,H 2006). This system was used to grow up teaching skills. The one of two 

video cameras can record a teacher, and the other camera can record students. The research suggested that two 

video cameras system enable us to recognize not only reactions of the students but also atmosphere of the class. 

But compositions of the system were very complex. So it took too much time for preparations of using the 

system. In this research the authors used a 360 degree camera for more effectively presentation improvement. 

The 360 degree camera enables us to take movies of presenter, audience and atmosphere at the same time. So 

users can record the interactions and the reactions, easily. But the authors couldn't find reports about 

presentation improvements by using the 360 degree camera. So, a purpose of this research is investigating the 

presentation improvement by using the 360 degree camera.  

 

Information System 

 
 A 360 degree camera used in this experiment was RICOH THETA S(RICOH 2015). The 360 degree 

camera can record a 360 degree range space for 25minuts. Figure.1 is shown RICOH THETA S. The size of this 

camera is 44mm(width) x 130mm(height) x 17.9mm(length) and a length of lens parts is 22.9mm. The weight 

of this camera is about 125g. The camera has a micro USB port which is used for a charging. Movies recorded 

by this camera are saved in storages of this camera. When you watch the movies, you have some methods to 

watch the movies. For example, a smart phone apps. Otherwise, users copy the movies from the camera 



 

 

storages to PC storages. And the users need to install a movie viewer which is a PC application to watch the 

movies. In this research, students watched movies by the PC application. Figure.2 is shown a sample of 360 

degree camera movies. As Figure.2, Audience, a presenter, a presentation slide on a display and a white board 

are recorded in one movie. The movie of Figure.2 is zoom out view. Zoom out view can display an entire room. 

On the other hand, zoom in view is able to expand the movie. And the movie is revolved by dragging mouse. 

The dragging mouse brings the part users would like to watch to the center. By the way, the edge of Figure.2 is 

warped, because Figure.2 is the most zoom out view. Otherwise, zoom in view is flat. 

 

 

Experiment  
 

 A flowchart of this experiment is shown in the figure.3. In this research five university students did 

presentations. When one of the students did the presentation, the other four students watched the presentation as 

audience. And the students did presentations in turn. Thus, five presentations were presented in this experiment. 

And the authors recorded these five presentations by the 360 degree camera. By the way, a length of the 



 

 

presentations was 15mim. Each student made a presentation slide by Microsoft PowerPoint and a work-sheet by 

Microsoft Word. The theme of these presentations were 'my favorite things'. In addition, audience filled in 

worksheets in each presentation in order to promote better understanding. 

After that, the students improved their presentations by using their presentation movies which were 

recorded by the 360 degree camera. This presentation improvement was done a week later from the 

presentations. Then, students filled reflection-sheets which were made by Microsoft Word. The students wrote 

improvable points and good points at least five points on this refraction-sheet. Finally, the authors analyzed 

these reflection-sheets to clear the things which students notice from 360 degree camera movies.  

 

Results 
 

 In this research the authors analyzed five reflection-sheets of the presentations. The reflection-sheets 

were filled by students. The authors categorized the improvable and good points to five categories. Four 

categories derived from Yamashita,Y & Nakajima,T(2010b) . Theses categories were 'Speaking', 'Slide design', 

‘Action’ and 'Contents'. Oral category is related to speak for example, speed, loud, bad phrasing and so on. 

Slide design category is related to presentation material for example, layout and volume of information, 

character and figure size, colors and so on. Action category is related to presenter’s action for example, 

presenter glance audience, to indicate the position which presenter speaking and so on. Contents category is 

related the contents of presentation. For example, difficulty, interest of the story, and so on. The ‘Audience’ is 

new category. In this research, students used 360 degree camera. So, the authors thought students could notice 

the things interactions and reactions about audience. The results of this experiment, the notices of ‘Audience’ 

were eight items. So the 360 degree camera enabled students to notice the things about the interactions and 

reactions.  

 

Conclusions  

 
In this research students did presentations and improved their presentations by using the 360 degree 

camera. The authors analyzed effects of this experiment. As a result, the three points were derived. First, the 

360 degree cameras enable us to notice improvement points that it's difficult for us to notice without it. Second, 

the usability and stability of 360 degree cameras was better than normal video cameras in the presentation 

improvements. Third, when audience showed points and times of a video movie, it's difficult for other persons 

to understand it. Because the movies of 360 degree cameras spread as celestial sphere space. Thus, the authors 

would like to develop a function which is able to mark spatial location on movies. And the authors expect that 

the function improves the quality of presentation reflections. Finally, one question was leaved. A difference of 

learning effects between 360 degree camera and normal video camera were not cleared. 
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